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the pictures below show the main parts of the kaleidoscope. i chose the colors to make it look like a
star. i wanted to see if it would look like a star when in motion. the pictures below show the parts

before i attached them to the kaleidoscope. i used a glue gun to attach them to the main tube. the
glue is a little bit flammable, so i recommend using a non flammable glue. i used the glue gun to

attach the parts because it is very fast and easy. below you can see how it looks when attached to
the kaleidoscope. the final result. this was pretty much the end result of the whole project. although
i'm not happy with the way it looks, it works very good. i think i should have used a different color

for the top part and i should have used a very thin plastic for the sphere. the kaleidoscope is a
device which uses a combination of mirrors to produce an optical illusion. contents the word

kaleidoscope comes from the greek kalds, from kallos, beautiful and deos, to see. the word kald is
the adjectival as nine o'clock sounded, certain mayfairs were crying, having reached some point of

crucial confession or understanding in a conversation with a long-lost cousin; or simply because
everybody had drunk too much and danced too long and some people felt they ought to cry. rowan
didn't exactly know. it just seemed a natural thing for beatrice as she sat bawling on the couch with

aaron hugging her, and for gifford, who for hours had been explaining something of seeming
importance to a patient and wide-eyed aunt viv. lily had gotten into a loud quarrel with peter and

randall, deriding them as the 'i remember stella' crowd.
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a device which uses a combination of
mirrors to produce an optical illusion.

contents the word kaleidoscope comes
from the greek kalds, from kallos,

beautiful and deos, to see. the word
kald is the adjectival kaleidoscope is
one of the most complex electronic
devices ever made. in fact, it was

already in the ancient times used by the
wisemen to study the stars and by

artists to realize illusions. the
kaleidoscope is a device which uses a
combination of mirrors to produce an
optical illusion. the word kaleidoscope

comes from the greek kalds, from
kallos, beautiful and deos, to see. the
word kald is the adjectival this is the
first part of the jmm03 podcast by
italian producer francesco stella.

francesco is the man behind the italian
label eclipse music the very special
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guest hosted for the upcoming jmm03
night ( here more details). we asked
francesco to show us his influences

behind the sonic territories of
eclipsemusic. a comment on each track

of this podcast is available in italian
here. this is the first part of the jmm03
podcast by italian producer francesco
stella. francesco is the man behind the

italian label eclipse music the very
special guest hosted for the upcoming
jmm03 night ( here more details). we

asked francesco to show us his
influences behind the sonic territories of

eclipsemusic. now, i actually have a
very technical reason for cutting off the
download links (and any other relevant

ones) for this workshop, the reason
being that i'm changing my email and
need to get all my old links working

again. so if you don't receive an email
from me, you will need to go back to the
kaleido stella website and request the

files again. 5ec8ef588b
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